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Abstract

Network cameras, a type of surveillance cameras, gen-

erate real-time, versatile, and high quality video content

that can be used for applications such as public safety and

surveillance. Analyzing high frame rate video streams im-

poses heavy computing needs and significant loads to the

network. High frame rates may not be essential for meeting

the accuracy requirements of the analyses. For example,

high frame rates may not be required to track cars inside

a garage compared with cars on a highway. In this pa-

per, we study object tracking and propose a method to au-

tomatically determine the necessary frame rate for videos

in network cameras for object tracking and adapt to run-

time conditions. We demonstrate that the frame rates can

be reduced up to 80% based on accuracy constraints.

1. Introduction

The majority of multimedia content on the Internet is

comprised of images and videos. There are more than 1 bil-

lion smartphones and 245 million surveillance cameras [7]

around the world forming the Internet of Video Things. Net-

work cameras, a type of surveillance cameras, are of par-

ticular interest as they generate continuous real-time video

data with rich and versatile content. Video data from net-

work cameras are used for many applications such as im-

proving public safety [2] and surveillance [8].

Some network cameras are capable of generating high

quality videos with high resolutions (10MP) and frame rates

(30 frames per second, FPS). Analyzing high quality video

imposes heavy computing needs and transmitting this data

adds significant loads to the network [1]. Surveillance cam-

eras can generate data in the range of Exabytes [1] and

saving this information can be expensive. Cloud comput-

ing with on-demand pricing is preferred to meet the com-

putational and storage requirements. Offloading all the

video data to the cloud is not feasible as a metropolitan

area network can support only tens of thousands of video

streams [9]. The commonly used dynamic resource provi-

sioning methods are not efficient to analyze these high qual-

ity video streams because these methods are dependent on

resource utilizations (e.g., CPU and memory) [6]. The uti-

lizations are high while analyzing high quality video data.

The frame rate is an important aspect of video quality,

and high frame rates may not always be essential to meet the

accuracy requirements of the applications. For example, if

the application is to track cars, then a higher frame rate will

be necessary for cars on highways due to fast motion, com-

pared with cars inside parking garages. This motivates the

need for content-aware resource provisioning systems for

analyzing video streams, where the resource management

decisions are based on the content, and the quality of the

data can be controlled by the system. An essential aspect

of such systems is to determine the necessary video quality

based on the content. Determining the necessary quality for

millions of network cameras is not easy, as the content gen-

erated by each network camera is different. This paper fo-

cuses on determining the necessary frame rate. Frame rate,

measured in FPS, impacts the amount of data being trans-

mitted and analyzed, and therefore impacts the bandwidth

usage and the costs for analyzing and storing the video data.

This paper proposes a method to automatically deter-

mine the necessary frame rate for object tracking on video

streams from network cameras based on the content, and

adapt based on the run-time conditions. The necessary

frame rate is determined under accuracy constraints. We se-

lect object tracking, as it is an essential component for many

applications, and use a state of the art tracking method based

on hierarchical convolutional features [5]. The video data

for our experiments are obtained from two network cam-

eras and the visual tracker dataset [10]. We use the preci-

sion rate, which determines the error in distance between

the tracked object and the ground truth, to measure the ac-

curacy. Based on the accuracy constraint (e.g., precision

rate > 60%) our method can determine the necessary frame

rate. We use the displacement of the object being tracked in

the video to determine the necessary frame rate. The main

contributions of this paper are as follows.
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(a) Jogging (b) Basketball (c) Cyclist (d) Pedestrian

Figure 1: Sample videos used in the experiments; The jogging and basketball sequences are part of visual tracker dataset;

The cyclist and pedestrian sequences are obtained from two network cameras;

• Proposing a method to automatically determine the

necessary frame rate for object tracking on videos from

network cameras and adaptively adjust to the run-time

conditions.

• Studying the effects of the displacement of the object

on tracking accuracy and using the displacement to de-

termine the necessary frame rate.

• Demonstrating that necessary frame rates are depen-

dent on the video content and can be reduced up to

80% under accuracy constraints.

Korshunov et al. [3, 4] describe methods to determine the

critical video quality for face detection, tracking, and recog-

nition applications with a goal of reducing the utilization of

the network bandwidth. Our paper is different from their

work as we dynamically adjust the frame rate based on the

content. Korshunov et al. modify the compression mecha-

nism in cameras to reduce the frame rates and resolutions. It

is not possible to change the compression of network cam-

eras as they are owned by different organizations. Hence the

frame rates are controlled at the receiving end (e.g., cloud).

2. Factors Affecting the Necessary Frame Rate

The major factor affecting the necessary frame rate for

object tracking is the video content. There are different

characteristics of the video content that determine the nec-

essary frame rate such as the speed of motion of the object,

direction of motion, and occlusion by other objects. To sim-

plify our problem, we focus only on the speed of motion of

the object as it is directly related to the frame rate. When the

frame rate is decreased by dropping frames, the perceived

speed of motion among the sequential frames can increase.

As the distance the object moves increases, the tracker may

lose track of the object. We study single object tracking, as

multiple objects have different characteristics and determin-

ing the necessary frame rate becomes challenging. Usually,

a good object detector precedes the tracker. For our exper-

iments, we manually initialize the tracker with the position

of the object to be tracked.

We use the hierarchical convolutional features based

method of Ma et al. [5] as it is reported [10] to have better

accuracy and more robust than the other popular tracking al-

gorithms. Videos from the visual tracking dataset [10] and

video sequences obtained from network cameras are used

for the study. Figures 1(a) and (b) show sample images from

the visual tracking dataset. Figures 1(c) and (d) show sam-

ple network camera images. In the visual tracker dataset,

the camera follows the object being tracked as opposed to

the stationary network cameras.

3. Necessary Frame Rates for Object Tracking

on Videos from Network Cameras

Since the information collected by the network cameras

are different, the accuracy of the application will highly de-

pend on the content of the video data. Therefore the neces-

sary frame rates will also rely on the content. We propose

running a test phase where the necessary frame rate for each

network camera is determined by saving the video data for

a specified duration. During the execution phase, the videos

are analyzed at the necessary frame rate and are adjusted at

run-time based on the content.

For object tracking applications, we measure the speed

of motion using the displacement of the object defined as

the distance the object moves between frames, measured in

pixels. Assuming that the object moves in one direction

(e.g., forward), and the camera is stationary, the displace-

ment of the object increases as the frame rate is reduced.

When the object displacement increases, the tracker may

miss the object because the tracker may not have estimated

the object to have a higher displacement. The tracker has

a search window within which the tracker estimates the po-

sition of the object. The search window is dependent on

the size of the object and the frame size and is automati-

cally calculated by the tracker. When frames are dropped,

if the object moves out of the search window, the tracker

will miss the object. Therefore, during the test phase, object

tracking is performed on the saved video, and the maximum

displacement of the object is calculated. If the maximum

displacement is below a threshold value (low displacement

threshold), the frames are dropped from the saved video

to reduce the frame rate, and the maximum displacement

is calculated. This process is repeated for different frame

rates, and the lowest frame rate for which the maximum
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(a) Jogging
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(b) Basketball
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(c) Cyclist
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(d) Pedestrian

Figure 2: The precision rates for different precision distances on 4 specific video sequences. The first two plots are for the

visual tracker videos and the next two are for the network camera videos. The different curves are obtained by dropping

frames up to 80%. For Jogging and cyclist sequences, the frame rate can be dropped up to 80% for precision rates greater

than 80%. For basketball and pedestrian sequences, the frame rate can be dropped up to 50% and 25% respectively for

precision rates greater than 80%. The data suggests that the necessary frame rates depend on the video content.

displacement is less than the threshold is selected. Consid-

ering the maximum displacement ensures that the tracker

doesn’t miss the object when the frame rate is reduced. If

the maximum displacement of the saved video at the initial

frame rate is above a threshold (high displacement thresh-

old), then the frame rate is not reduced. Frame rates can

be adaptively modified using the same method. During the

execution phase, if the maximum displacement goes above

the high displacement threshold or below the low displace-

ment threshold, the frame rate can be increased or decreased

respectively. The thresholds are determined based on the

search window size of the tracking method as explained in

Section 4. The video used in the test phase needs to be a

good representative of the real-time scenario.

4. Determining Frame Rate under Accuracy

Constraints

This section proposes a method to determine the neces-

sary frame rates automatically under accuracy constraints

and evaluates it. We control the frame rate by dropping

some frames at the receiving end (e.g., in the cloud in-

stance). Even though some cameras allow configuring the

frame rate, we drop frames at the receiving end to be consis-

tent across all the cameras. Since the frame rate supported

by network cameras are different, we use the frame drop

rate to represent frame rates consistently. For example, a

frame drop rate of 0% is equivalent to the original frame

rate (e.g., 30FPS). A frame drop rate of 50% is achieved by

dropping alternate frames and reduces the frame rate by half

(e.g., 15FPS). Note that a frame drop rate of 0% may repre-

sent two different frame rates based on the network camera.

This is acceptable as we determine the necessary frame rate

of network cameras independently.

The accuracy of the tracking algorithm is determined us-

ing precision distance and precision rate [5]. The precision

distance is defined as the Euclidean distance between the

center point of the tracked object and that of the ground

truth. The precision rate is defined as the percentage of

frames in the sequence for which the precision distance is

below a selected threshold. Low precision distances and

high precision rates are desired.

4.1. Frame Rate and Precision Rate

Figure 2 shows the precision rate as a function of the pre-

cision distance. A commonly used threshold for precision

distance is 20 pixels [10]. Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the

precision rate results for the jogging and basketball video

sequences respectively. For the jogging sequence, the frame

rate can be reduced by 80% without decreasing the preci-

sion rate. Since the camera follows the person being tracked

in the jogging sequence, the displacement does not increase

with reducing frame rate and the frame rates can be dropped

aggressively. For the basketball sequence, the frame rate

can be reduced up to 50% without decreasing the precision

rate. In the basketball sequence, the player moves at high

speed with sudden changes in directions and is often oc-

cluded by the other players. Therefore, the tracking error

increases as the frame rate reduces.

Figures 2 (c) and (d) shows the precision rate results for

the cyclist and pedestrian network camera sequences re-

spectively. The network camera sequence tracking a cyclist

has a frame rate of 30 FPS (0%). The frame rate can be

reduced by 33% (20 FPS) without decreasing the precision

rate. The tracking error increases when the frame rate is re-

duced by more than 33% because the displacement of the

cyclist increases. The frame rate of the cyclist sequence can

be reduced by 80% (6 FPS) for precision rates above 80%.

The pedestrian sequence has a frame rate of 6 FPS (0%).

Accuracy decreases for this sequence as the frame rate is

reduced because the displacement at the original frame rate

is high. The frame rate of the pedestrian sequence can be

reduced by 80% (1.2 FPS) for precision rates above 60%.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Relationship between frame rates, maximum dis-

placement, and precision distance for; (a) cyclist sequence;

and (b) pedestrian sequence. When the maximum displace-

ment is higher than 20 pixels, reducing the frame rates result

in higher precision distances.

4.2. Object Displacement and Precision Distance

Since the network cameras are stationary, the displace-

ment of the objects may increase as the frame rate is re-

duced. The cameras used for generating videos in the visual

tracker dataset follow the objects being tracked and the ef-

fect of displacement is less critical for these videos. Hence,

we only consider the network camera video sequences in

this section. Figure 3 shows the maximum object displace-

ment and precision distance for the network camera se-

quences at different frame rates.

For both the video sequences, the object does not change

directions as it moves. The search window size determined

by the tracker for the cyclist and pedestrian sequences are

55 × 36 pixels and 35 × 28 pixels respectively. We will

only consider the smallest dimension to make sure the ob-

ject doesn’t move out of the search window. In this case,

the smallest dimension is the search window width. The

displacement for the cyclist sequence does not increase be-

yond the search window width of 36 pixels as the frame rate

is reduced, and the precision distance doesn’t increase sig-

nificantly thereby resulting in precision rates greater than

80%. It can be noted that the displacement of the cyclist

increases beyond 20 pixels when the frame rate is reduced

by more than 33%, resulting in a small increase in precision

distance. Referring to Figure 2, the precision rate reduces

for frame drop rates greater than 33%. The displacement for

the pedestrian sequence is greater than the search window

width (28 pixels) for frame rates lesser than 4 FPS (33%),

causing a significant increase in the precision distance. Re-

ferring to Figure 2, the precision rates reduce below 80%

for frame drop rates greater than 33%.

Section 3 requires selecting a low displacement thresh-

old and high displacement threshold based on the content.

The results in this section suggest that the search window

width with an offset can be used as the high displacement

threshold as the tracker will miss the object having a dis-

placement greater than the search window width. The low

displacement threshold may be calculated from the search

window width by applying a safe margin such as 50%. For

example, in case of the cyclist sequence, the low and high

displacement thresholds are 18 and 26 (offset of 10 pixels)

pixels respectively. Note that the safe margin of 50% and

offset of 10 pixels are estimated values and the sensitivity

of these parameters should be carefully studied.

5. Conclusion

This paper determines the necessary frame rate for ob-

ject tracking under accuracy constraints based on the con-

tent. It is observed that high frame rates may not always be

necessary. We reduce the frame rate by 80% for precision

rates higher than 60%. A method to automatically select the

frame rate for network cameras and adapt based on the con-

tent is proposed, and more investigation needs to be done

for implementing this method. We would like to extend this

study by considering multiple object tracking and by deter-

mining the necessary video resolution.
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